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Hi MMKC,
Ever have one of those
knitting days when
nothing goes right. I
was trying to knit a
gnome for the September –Not So State Fairmeeting. I kept getting
loops in my cast on. Just
as I was going strong, I
“knit” the sleeve of my
shirt, pinning me to the
needle bed. After extricating myself from the
carriage, I forged ahead
only to have the whole
thing jump into my lap
as I changed colors.
BREATHE – I told myself—step away from
the machine. Sometimes a cup of tea and a
cookie are in order. As I
ate my tranquilizers, I
thought about the last

Knit-In and remembered a question being
asked about color
changes and kamikaze
knitting. There was the
answer to at least one of
my problems. I remembered all the laughter,
the interesting projects
and the good companionship. Just the
memory was enough to
encourage me to try
again.

1:00 and 4:00pm. Latecomers are always welcome as Zoom stays on
all day with people
moving in and out.
Show and Tell and funny stories abound
throughout. You can
mute Zoom while
you’re knitting. Unmute to “yell” when
you get stuck and someone will come to your
rescue.

The Knit-Ins have become a great way for
our machine knitting
community to get together between meetings. It’s a fun-no pressure-event that allows
people to come, and go,
to suit their availability.
The Knit-In is on Zoom
and starts at 9:00am
with group check-ins at

Knit-Ins are new and
evolving, and generally
happen around the middle of the month. Check
the calendar for exact
dates and times—Come
join the FUN!
- Karen
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“My Favorite Yarn for Kids Garments”
Tamm Trenzi is 100% acrylic, machine washable and dryable. Each cone is 1
pound (2066 yards). It comes in 38 colors - all solid. I again knit the crossover
baby sweater (found in The Baby Gift Catalog by Glenda Overman). I knit the
medium ocean teal color on my standard gauge at Tension 8 (ribbing 6/6). My
gauge was 7 stitches and 11 rows to the inch. This yarn knits up beautifully,
holds its shape, and is durable. Plus it comes in so many colors! I have knit
many, many projects out of Tamm Trenzi. It is my go-to yarn for a sturdy
acrylic that will have a nice finished look once completed.
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Shapeways.com Review by Maria Ann
I have been fascinated with 3D printing since I first
learned of it about 5 years ago. Amy mentioned this
on-line company and I knew I had to check it out.
After arriving at their homepage, I clicked on Solutions and then Marketplace. I typed ‘knitting machine’ into the search box and was presented with 65
pages of items. I revised my search to just ‘knit’ and
was treated to 2 pages of fun things. Most are for
hand knitting, but for machines they have both garter
bars and needle selector tools. I was looking for the
garter bars for the LK150. These come in 20 stitch
lengths, which appealed to me (1/2 of the metal garter bar is 75 stitches). I ordered a set of 2, figuring 40
stitches could be helpful with many projects.

After using it, I concluded:


20 stitches is not very much, but was easy to manipulate.



Either side can be used as the groove side for flipping your work (a plus)



Great as a stitch holder



Piece is flexible - I needed to work slower to prevent dropping stitches



Piece is flexible - this is a plus when your needles
are not quite aligned



The surface is a bit rough (instructions suggest a
light coat of glossy clear coat spray - am waiting
for warmer weather to apply this outside).

When they arrived, I will admit, they were not as
substantial as I expected. But I knew I needed to give
I am happy with my purchase and looking forward to
them a test run. I have not been to my hardware
store to purchase the rod that will connect the 2 piec- being able to connect them and give that a try.
es together, so I was only able to test 1 section.

Notes from MMKC August Meeting
Our August Zoom program was “Tell Me a Yarn.”
We focused on yarn—specifically yarn that can be
used on the knitting machine. The discussion yarn
generally considered machine yarn and hand knitting
yarns that are machine compatible.

A great tip from Elektra— Ravelry has a buy/sell
yarn feature that’s very helpful in finding discontinued yarns.
- You might be doing someone else a favor!

We consider the following information:


Brand/Company—address--source



Color selection



Wear-ability/Wash-ability



Price



Gauge--What machine is appropriate for this
yarn.



How to know how much yardage you need?

A tip from Linda M.
A hand knitting blog called Fruity Knitting has produced an episode featuring Susan Guagliumi and machine knitting. I thought members of this group might be interested in watching it. Fruity Knitting podcasts
are long, typically 1 1/2 hours but easy to watch in increments. Susan shows up after the first 19 minutes
and the second half of her interview is at 1 hour 7 minutes into the podcast. There is another machine knitter
featured just before the second half:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlioPkeyL0c

Fruity Knitting Episode 105
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Many of our members love to compete at the Great Minnesota Get-Together, regularly taking
home lots of ribbons. Many of us plan far in advance—often as soon as the current projects are
completed and ready to go to the fair. At our September or October meetings we traditionally
share judges’ comments on our entries and our feelings about them.
Because the Fair didn’t happen this year we decided to self-judge and share our projects and
ratings at a recent Zoom meeting. Here are some highlights for your viewing pleasure.

Jane:

Beautiful cardigan—nice use of cable trim on the
bands; the twisted cable throughout adds nice texture. Buttons match beautifully. Nice job seaming.
Good workmanship overall. First place.

Two gnomes - One with
a needle felt beard and
the other with a reverse
stockinette beard. Third
place: traditional colors;
perfect knitting and
seaming; not such a
great job with stuffing.
Afghan—beautiful
workmanship; clever
use of stockinette and
reverse stockinette; nice
job on the rope cable
trim. Disqualified as
over sized.

Cindy:
Baby blanket—I gave myself an out of ribbon final grade, based on the
simplicity of the project and a tight bind off in spots. Final grade 83 .
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State Fair Review continued…..

Gayle:
1st place 98 points: Quilted Hot Pad/Trivet (Stuffed
with batting and additional heat barrier)

Construction/Workmanship-30-Well made, especially like that you added the heat barrier in addition to
the batting.

Level of Difficulty-(30)-28- The knitting appears simGeneral Appearance-10- ple but the skill of placing the stuffing and the heat
Nicely done, would look barrier and then picking up the knitting again apnice on any table under a pears to be difficult and time consuming. Well done.
hot dish used as a trivet
or in any kitchen used as
a not pad. This is a fun
and unusual look for a
quilting project.

Color and Design-10-Mix of nice colors, easy to hold
as a hot pad and won’t show spills. The quilted design lends itself nicely to a hot pad or trivet.

Karen:
I think this Viking
gnome needs some
jousting lessons!

Rare photo of a shy garden gnome; taken
stealthily by a friend of Cammy

Maria Ann:
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Just for fun—These photos are from a past State Fair Review. Can you guess who the MMKC artists are?

Upper Midwest Knitting Machine Dealers & More
Shop

Name

Address

City, State, Zip Phone

Carole’s Country Shop
rhfarm@earthlink.net

Carole Wurst

25636 County Rd
74

St. Cloud, MN
56301

320-252-2996 website link takes you to
Facebook
machine repair

Cindy’s Knitting Room
cschmatz@nsatel.net

Cindy Schmatz

110-13th Ave So

Princeton, MN
55371

612-390-1279

Custom Knits & Mfg
cknitmfg@tekstar.com

Dorothy
Rosman

19267 Lee Lake
Road

Lake Park, MN
56554

218-238-5882

Knit & Sew World
knitsew@hickorytech.net

Shawn Dolan

119 South Minneso- St. Peter, MN
ta Ave
56082

507-934-3741 machine repair

K & J Crafts

Joyce Selin

31351 Feldspar St.
N.W.

Princeton, MN
55371

763-389-1937 Toyota Machine & yarn

CSM
debsknit@aol.com

Deb & Pete
Oswald

Forest Lake,
MN 55110

651-483-0991 no website
CSM repair

Jason Wurst

Comment

Expressions Gallery diDiana Berns
ana@expressionsgallery.

1920-9th Ave S.E.

Watertown,
S.D. 57201

605-886-9251 no website

Knit Knack Shop
kks@knitknackshop.com

Charlene Shafer

3378 W 550 North

Peru, IN 46970

765-985-3164 Eastern Time Zone

Knit It Now
mail@knititnow.com

Sue Jalowiec

16772 W Bell Rd

Surprise, AZ
85374-9702

949-940-8868 Mountain Time Zone

500 N Dodgion St

Independence,
MO 64050

816-461-1248 Knitcraft - Facebook
Angelika’s - website

Knitcraft/Angelika’s Yarn
Shop

MMKC Website: http://www.midwestmachineknitters.org/
MMKC – Online Resources: http://www.midwestmachineknitters.org/online-resources/
Contact us: mmkc.mn@gmail.com
Courtesy Maria Ann August 2020
All photos used by permission of the owners, or obtained through public domain art.
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